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§0. INTRODUCTION 
THiS PAPER computes the odd dimensional, projective, surgery groups LPn+I(~) for all 
finite groups 7r. The computation is made as follows. We reduce by Dress induction to 
the case 1r is 2-hyperelementary and here, we express LPn+l(Tr) as a direct sum of 
class groups C(X) where X ranges over the irreducible characters of ~r. Several precise 
numerical calculations are deduced from the general computation. One such cal- 
culation is the following: If the Schur index of any irreducible character of a 
2-hyperelementary subgroup of ,r is trivial then L1e(Tr) -- 0; this is the case, for 
example, if either zr itself or, more generally, every 2-hyperelementary subgroup of 
is a direct product of abelian and dihedral groups. Another precise calculation is the 
following: If the 2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~r are abelian then L3P(TT)~ 
(Z[2Z) r°-I where r0 is the number of real, irreducible characters of ~-. The latter 
calculation and a special case of the former have appeared already in Bak [4]. 
It is worth mentioning that the even dimensional, projective, surgery groups 
L~',(~') of finite groups 7r are computed in the following papers; in the case that the 
2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~" are abelian, they have been computed already in 
Bak[4,7] and Bak-Scharlau[9] and in the general case, they are computed in 
Kolster [21] and Kolster [21.1]. 
We describe now the organization and results of the paper. In §l, we recall briefly 
the required notation from the K-theory of quadratic forms; in particular, if A is an 
involution invariant subring of a semisimple ring B with involution and if A = _+ l then 
fWo~(A) denotes the Witt group of A-forms (equivalently nonsingular min-quadratic 
modules) on finitely generated, projective A-modules which become free of even rank 
over B. We then cite an exact sequence of Witt groups due to Pardon and Ranicki. In 
§2, we compute the cokernel of the canonical homorphism 
8:fWo~(B)--* I-I fWoA(Bp)@ [I fWo~(Bp)]fWoA(~p) 
p~S p~S 
where B is a finite, simple, central F-algebra with involution, F is an arbitrary number 
field, S is an arbitrary finite set of finite primes of F, and ~p is an involution invariant, 
maximal order on the completion/~p of B at p. The results of (2.2)-(2.4) show that 
(1) coker 0 = 0, Z/2Z, CI(E(B), S) or an extension of Z/2Z by CI(E(B), S) 
where Ci(E(B), S) is a certain class group related to S and to the real Archimedean 
primes E(B) of F which do not split B. Then we show in (2.5) that CI(E(B), S) 
contains a direct summand (Z/2Z) JscHx(ml+lsj where Sc is the set of all complex, 
Archimedean primes of F. If S is large enough, we show that we have equality above. 
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In §3, we put the background materials needed from character theory. The most 
important result is Corollary 3.2. The setting of the corollary is as follows. Let zr be a 
p-hyperelementary group. Let Zzr and OTr denote respectively the integral and rational 
group rings of ~- with involution inverting each element of ~r. Write OTr as a product II 
x 
B(X) of simple rings B(X) where X ranges over all inequivalent, irreducible characters 
of 7r. Let 6 be any maximal involution invariant order on OTr. • is not necessarily a
maximal order, but by a result of Scharlau [33], it is hereditary and therefore, has a 
product decomposition 6 = YICT(X) corresponding to that of OTr. The corollary says 
x 
the following: There is a finite set S(X) of finite primes of the center (B(x)) (S(x) is 
explicitly described in §3) such that for all finite primes p ~ S(X), ~(X)p is a maximal 
order and such that if ~9(zr) and ~9(X) are respectively the canonical homomorphisms 
a (~-):fWo(Q ~) ---> LI. fWo((O~)q)/fWo((Z~)q) 
q 
finite 
rational 
a(x):fWo(B(x)) ~ [[ 
pES(x) 
then 
f Wo( B~(x )p )(~ I I [ Wo(ff(x) )/fWoWix) ) 
p~s(x) 
coker 0(Tr) ~ I'I coker c~(X). 
g 
The assertion of the corollary holds in contexts other than those of the current paper 
and should be a valuable tool to study problems concerning Z~-. In §4, we compute 
L~n+~(~') in terms of the class groups above and then we exhibit the computation in 
some special cases. The general computation is made as follows. By Dress induction (see 
(4.2)), we can reduce to the case 7r is 2-hyperelementary. Using the K-theory 
exact sequence of §1, we show that there is an exact sequence 0--->coker 0(zr)~ 
L~,+l(Tr)'-~(7/2z)e(~)'-~O. If n ---0 mod (2), we show that e(Tr)= 0 and if n -= 1 mod (2), 
we compute precisely e(Tr) in terms of the irreducible characters of ~r. It remains to 
compute coker 0(7r). By (2) above, coker 0(zr) -~ II coker 3(X) and by (1) above, coker 
O(X) =O,Z/2Z, CI(E(B(x)), S(X)), or an extension of Z/2Z by CI(E(B(x), S(X)) 
depending on the kind of character X is. Since the subfield of center B(X) consisting of all 
elements fixed by the involution is real, it turns out that only the first and third possibilities 
above can occur. The result is given in Theorem 4.1. 
§1. K -THEORY 
In this section, we recall the definitions of some Witt groups and then cite a 
localization exact sequence relating them. Throughout the section, the following 
notation will remain fixed: 
F algebraic number field with involution x~--~£ 
B finite dimensional, semisimple F-algebra with compatible involution x~--~g 
R ring of integers in F 
A involution invariant R-order [32] on B. 
Let A = _+ 1. We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of 
A-form and A-formation. For reference, the reader is referred to Pardon [30] and 
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Ranicki [31]. It should be pointed out that a A-form on a finitely generated, projective 
module is precisely a rain-quadratic form in the sense of Bak [3,6]. The notations 
chosen below for Witt groups are those of Pardon [23]. 
[Wt~(A)(resp. [Wo~(A)): Witt group of A-formations (resp. A-forms) on finitely 
generated, projective A-modules which become free (resp. free of even rank) 
over B. 
[W~A(B)(resp. [Wo~(B)): Witt group of A-formations (resp. A-forms) on finitely 
generated, free B-modules (resp. free B-modules of even rank). 
[W~(B/A)(resp.  [Wo~(B/A): Witt group of A-formations (resp. A-forms) on R- 
torsion A-modules M having a short projective resolution 0 -~P ~Q~ M~0 such 
that P(~AB and Q(~aB are B-free. 
Let S be any ring with involution. In several references, the Witt groups WQi~(S) 
(i = 0, l) of min-quadratic forms are used. In Bak [6], one can find the definitions of 
these groups, as well as translations of the U, V and W notations of Ranicki 
and the L x notation of Wall into the WQ notation. It is worth mentioning that if S = A 
or B then fWoA(S) is a subgroup of WQoA(S) and that if S is simple or S/Jacobson 
radical (S) is simple then fW~*(S) = WQ~(S).  
THEOREM 1.1 (Pardon[30], Ranicki[31.1]) There is a long exact, localization 
sequence 
. . .  ~fWo-~(A)~ fWo-~(B)~ fWo-~(B/A)~ 
fW,* (A) ~ fW,  ~ (B) ~ fW,  ~ (B/A) ~ fWo* (A) ~.  . . 
We consider now the localization sequence in the special case F = ~. Let q be a 
rational prime. The natural splitting of torsion modules into a direct sum of q-torsion 
modules defines an isomorphism 
fW~X(B/A) ~ I I fWia(B/Aq)(i = 0, I) 
q 
where Aq denotes the localization of A at q. Furthermore, if .Aq and /3q denote 
respectively the completions of A and B at q then there is an isomorphism 
[W~( B/ Aq) ~- [W~a(13o/ Ao)( i = 0, 1) 
(see Pardon [30, (2.4)]). Plugging the two isomorphisms above into the exact sequence 
(1.1), we get a long exact sequence 
(1.2). . .  ~ fWo -A (A) ~ fWo-'~(B) ~ LI [ wo-~(B,,IA,,) ---, 
q 
fW,* (A)~ fWt* (B)~L I  fW,*~FUA,,)-~ fWo~A) - , .  . . 
q 
For the corollary below, we adopt the convention [W, ~ -- fW,+2.A 
COROLLARY 1.3 Let 0it-~l~+~(1 = 0, 1) denote the canonical homorphism 
Oi '-'~i÷'~' :fW/t-I"+'A(B) ~ LI fWi'-'"*"~ ( Bq)/image (fW[-"+'A (Aq) ). 
q 
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I f  F = 0 then there is a short exact sequence 
0 ~ coker ai I-~)'÷'A ~ ker (fW~+~(A) ~ fW~+~(B)) 
I J  ker (fW~+,(A.)~/W~+,(/}q))~O. 
q 
The corollary is established routinely by comparing the exact sequence (1.2) with 
the localization exact sequences . . .~fWoA( / iq )~ fWo*(Bq)-~fWo*(Bq/f i~)-~ 
fW, atAq)~ fW,  a(Bq)~ fW, a(Bq/A.)~ fWo*tfiq) --~ . . . .  
§2. NUMBER THEORY 
In this section, we fix the following notation. 
F algebraic number field with involution a~ 
R ring of integers in F 
B finite, central, simple F-algebra with compatible involution b~-~/7 
6 involution invariant, R-order on B 
E fixed field of the involution on F 
Sc set of all complex, Archimedean primes on E 
SR set of all real, Archimedean primes on E 
$2 set of all dyadic primes on E 
S finite set of finite primes on E. 
If R0 denotes the ring of integers of E then a finite prime of E corresponds to a 
maximal ideal p of R0. If M is any R0-module then we let/~/p denote the completion 
of M at p; thus, ~tp =l imM/piM.  If M is any E-module and v is a Archimedean or 
7 
finite prime of E then we let /~/v denote the completion of M at v. The following 
assumption will be in force throughout the section. 
Assumption. ~p is a maximal /~p-order for all finite primes pC S. The goal of the 
section is as follows: 
Goal. To compute in terms of certain ray class groups the cokernel of the canoni- 
cal homomorphism 
~s~:fWo*(B) ~ LI fWo*(Bp)~) El fWo*(Bp)/image (fWo~(t~p)) 
pES p~S 
The goal above divides naturally into three cases, according to the classification of 
the classical, simple algebraic groups. The division goes as follows. Recall that the 
involution on B is called of the first kind (resp. second kind) if the involution on F is 
trivial (resp. nontrivial). If the involution is of the first kind and if n = X/([B:F]) then 
it is well known (see Albert [l]) that the F-vector space of all elements fixed by the 
involution has either dimension [n(n - 1)/2] or dimension [n(n + 1)/2]. An involution 
of the first kind is called of type +(resp. type- )  if the dimension above is [n(n + 
!)/2] (resp. [n(n - 1)/2]). The goal above will be divided into the following three cases. 
I. Unitary case. The involution on B is of the second kind and A is an arbitrary 
element of R such that AA= I. 
2. Symplectic case. The involution on B is of the first kind and A =-  1 (resp. 
A = + 1) if the involution has type + (resp. type - ). 
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3. Orthogonal case. The involution on B is of the first kind and A = +1 (resp. 
A = - 1) if the involution has type + (resp. type-  ). 
Before considering each of the three cases above, we want to recall the definition 
of the discriminant and Hasse-Witt invariant. If N is an abelian group with a 
Z/2Z-  action n~-~t~, let 
H2(N) = {nln ~ N, n = a}l{n + gin E N}. 
Let A be any ring with involution a~--~d. Let GL.(A) denote the group of invertible 
n ×n matrices with coefficients in A. There is a natural embedding GL. (A)~ 
GL,+,(A), a~--~(a , and we let GL(A)= Iim GL,(A). 
n 
A" = GLI(A) 
Kt(A) = GL(A)/[GL(A), GL(A)] 
where [GL(A), GL(A)] denotes the commutator subgroup of GL(A). We give KI(A) 
the Z/2Z-action [a]~-*[d] induced by sending each element a = (a;i)E GL,(A) to its 
conjugate transpose d = (t~ji). Let (M, to) be a A-form; thus, M is a finitely generated, 
projective (right) A-module and tO is a sesquilinear form on M whose associated 
A-hermitian form (,), ((m, n), = to(m, n)+Ato(n, m)) is nonsingular. If M is a free 
module with basis rn~ . . . . .  rn2r then the discriminant 
discr (M, to) 
is the class of the 2r × 2r matrix 
1 . 
A 
"1 
".. I I (m,, m,),. .(m,, m2,), I
\ (mz,, m,),...(m2,, mz,),l 
/ 
in H2(KI(A)). The discriminant clearly vanishes on a hyperbolic plane H(A)= {AOA,  
(01~)). If A=Bp where p i sa f in i te  prime of E then  by a theorem of Nakayama- 
Matsushima (see Wang [41]) the reduced norm bird (see Reiner [32, §9]) defines an 
isomorphism Nrd:K,(Bp)--~Pp'. If A = B then by a theorem of Wang[41], the 
reduced norm induces an injection Nrd:KI(B) c ~ F'. Thus, if A = B (resp. /~p) then 
we can replace the value group H2(K1A)) for the discriminant by the value group 
H2(F ") (resp. H206p ")). 
Suppose now that A = K is a field with trivial involution. Let (M, to) be a l-form 
with coefficients in K. Let T(M) denote the tensor algebra T(M)= 
KQMO(@2M)Q. . . (~(@"M)(~. . .  of M. Let I(M, to) denote the two sided ideal of 
T(M) generated by all to(re, m) -m@m such that m E M. The quotient algebra 
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C(M, 0) = T(M)/I(M, 0) is called the Clifford algebra of (M, 0)- It is well known (see 
O'Meara [28, §54, 59:5, §58]) that C(M, 0) is a finite, central, simple K-algebra whose 
class in the Brauer group Br(K) (see Reiner [32, §28] and Serre [34, X§4, §5]) has 
exponent 2. If 
Br:(K) = group of elements of 
exponent 2 in Br(K) 
then the Hasse-Witt invariant 
OK(M, 0) 
is the class of C(M, 0) in Br2(K). 
If A = Mn(K) is a matrix algebra with involution of the first kind and if (M, 0) is a 
A-form with coefficients in A which satisfies the conditions for the orthogonal case 
above then we could have equivalently defined the Hasse-Witt invariant 
o~r(M, ¢,) 
to be the class of C(M', 0') in Br2(K) where (M', 0') is the I-form with coefficients in 
K which is Morita equivalent (see Bak[3, §9] or Froehlich-McEvitt [18]) to (M, ~b). It 
should perhaps be noted that when A = Mn(K), one could define the discriminant also 
by a Morita equivalence and that the resulting invariant would coincide with the one 
defined above. 
We compute now the coker c?s A for each of the three cases above. 
I. Unitary case. In this case, we can compute more than is set out in our goal. 
The extension FIE is called real ramified if E has a real Archimedean prime which 
does not split in F, i.e. which becomes complex in F. 
THEOREM 2.1. The commutative diagram below has exact rows and columns 
0 
p 
finite 
discr~ LI discr ~ 
H2(F ") ~ LI H2(Fp ") 
P 
finite 
,1, ,1, z/2z 
0 0 
~0 
if FIE is 
real ramified 
otherwise. 
A finite prime p of E which ramifies in F is called good (resp. bad) ramified if the 
equation - A = x~ -~ hasn't (resp. has) a solution x in/~p. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. 
coker Os ~ = l O 
[ z /2z  
if F/ E is real ramified 
or there is a good ramified 
prime p~ S 
otherwise. 
The proof of Corollary 2.2 will be given immediately after the proof of Theorem 
2.1. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need to recall a couple of definitions and some 
easy consequences thereof. Let A be a ring with involution a~-*a. Let x E center (A) .  
If (M, ~) is a A-form with coefficients in A then (M, x~), where x~b(m, n) = x(~b(m, n)), 
is an (xg-lA)-form with coefficients in A. The rule (M, ~b)--> (M, x4,) is called scaling by 
x, and it is easy to check (see Bak[3, §9]) that scaling by x induces an isomorphism 
fWoX(A)-~-fWg-~(A). If HI(center (A)") = 1 then there is an x E center (A)" such that 
x2 -~= A-~; thus, via scaling we can reduce many questions to the case A = I. In 
particular, we note that if B has an involution of the second kind then by Hilbert 90 
(see Serre[34, X §1 Proposition 2]) H 1 (center (B)')= 1. The ring A is called 
hyperbolic if it decomposes as a product A = A~ × A2 of two rings At and A2 such that 
Ai = A2 °pp°site and the involution on A exchanges the factors Aj and A2, i.e. (al, a2) = 
(a2, a0. It is well known and easy to check that if A is hyperbolic then fW,~(A) = O. 
Even more trivially, if A is hyperbolic and commutative (so that the involution is a 
Z/2Z-action) then H"(A ")= 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, we shall establish that the homomorphism LI discr: 
P 
LIfwo~(Bp)--* 1_1 H2(Fp ") is an isomorphism. It suffices to consider each prime p 
P P 
separately. If p splits in F then Fp and /3p are hyperbolic rings. Thus, fWoa(Bp)= 
H2(16p') = 0. If p doesn't split in F then/~p is a complete, local field. By a theorem of 
Albert [1], /3p is a matrix ring /~p = M,(Fp) with coefficients in P~ and thus, by a 
theorem of Landherr [22], discr:fWoA(/3p) ~ H2(Fp) is an isomorphism. 
Next, we establish the exactness of the bottom row. By a well known result in 
number theory (see Neukirch [27, III, (5.8)] or Serre [34, X §7]), the sequence below is 
exact 
LI invvOLIinvp 
0--~H2(F')--~ LI n2(Fv)(~ LI n2(Fp ") v P ~.(1/2)Z/Z~O. 
v~Sa p 
f inite 
The group H2(Pv') is nontrivial if and only if v doesn't split in F and in this case, 
inv~,:H2(F~ ") ~ (1/2) Z/Z is an isomorphism. Suppose that FIE is real ramified. Then 
E has a real Archimedean prime which doesn't split in,F. Thus, the homomorphism 
Llinv~,: LI H:(P~ ) --> (1/2) z /z  is surjective. Let y~ LI H2(Pp'). Pick x E 
v rES  R p f inite 
LI H:(ff'~,) such that ( I I invD (x)+(Ll invp) (y )=0.  By the exact sequence above, 
t 'ES  R v p 
(x, y) has a preimage z E H:(F'). Thus, under the homomorphism H2(F')~I_IH2(pp'), z
P 
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is a preimage for y. Thus, the homomorphism H2(F ") ---> LI H2(Fp ) is surjective. Suppose 
p 
now that FIE is not real ramified. Thus, every v E SR splits in F. Thus H H2(Fv') = 0. 
yES R 
Thus, from the exact sequence above, it follows that the sequence below is exact 
I_I invp 
H2(F ' )~ kI H:(P / )  ~ ~-(1/2)z /z~0.  
p finite 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that the homomorphism 
discr:fWo*(B)~H2(F ") is surjective. By scaling, we can reduce to the case ,~ -- 1. Let 
Nrd:B'-~F" denote the reduced norm. Call an element b E B symmetric if b =/~. It 
suffices to show that if x E E then there is an element y ~ F and symmetric elements 
bt . . . . .  b, E B such that xyy = ~I Nrd(bi). If we can show that there is an element 
i= l  
y E F such that xyy E image (Nrd) then it will follow from a result of Wall [39] that 
there are symmetric elements b~ . . . . .  b, E B" such that xyy= ~I Nrd(bi). By the 
Hasse-Schilling norm theorem (see Reiner [32, §33]), an element z E F lies in the 
image (Nrd) if and only if z is positive at all real Archimedean primes of F. Thus, if 
z E E then z lies in the image (Nrd) if and only if z is positive at all primes in Z = {vlv 
real Archimedean prime of E, v splits in F}. If v EZ,  let vt and v2 denote the two 
inequivalent extensions of v to F. By the approximation theorem for F (see Cassels- 
Froehlich [15, II §15]) there is an element y E F such that if x is negative at v E Y then 
y is negative at Vl and positive at v2, and such that y is positive at all other real 
Archimedean primes of F. It follows that xyy is positive at all v E E. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. If FIE is real ramified then it follows trivially from 
Theorem 2.1 that coker Os ~ = 0. Suppose that FIE is not real ramified and consider the 
diagram in Theorem 2.1. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have noted already that if p 
splits in F then fW0*(/3p) = H2(Pp') = 0. Thus, we can forget about these primes. For 
unsplit primes p, the homomorphism invp :H2(Fp ")--* Z/2Z = (1/2)Z/Z is an isomorphism 
(see Reiner [32, 31.8]). Thus, from the exactness of the bottom row of the diagram in 
(2.1), it follows that 
0 if =l an unsplit p ~ S 
coker c~s A= such that discr: fWoA(~p) 
--> H2(F,') is surjective 
Z/2Z otherwise. 
We shall show that discr: fWo*(t~p)--,H2(Fp ") is surjective if and only if p is good 
ramified. This will complete the proof of the corollary. In the proof of (2.1), it has 
been noted already that /~p is a matrix algebra /~p = M,(/6p) with coefficients in j6p. 
Thus, by Morita theory (see Bak [3, §9]), we can reduce to the case that/~p =/~p and 
~p =/~p. Consider the following commutative diagram 
,fwt P.) 
discr I J discr 
H:tI~p) , H2( Pp "). 
If p is unramified in F then H:(/~p')= 1 (see Serre [34, V §2 Corollary]). If p is 
ramified in F then the map H2(/~p') ~ H2(Fp ") is an isomorphism (see Serre [34, V 
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§3 paragraph following Corollary 7]) and by a well known result (see Wall [38, Local 
theory]) the discr:fWoA(Rp)~H2(l~p ") is an isomorphism (resp. trivial) if p is good 
(resp. bad) ramified. 
2. Symplectic ase. This case is trivial, since by Tsukamoto [37], fWoA(Bp) = O. 
For reference purposes, we record the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Coker &s ~= 0. 
3. Orthogonal case. To compute the coker &s ~, we need to introduce some 
additional notation. 
If p ~ S,, we let 
Ap = 1 + 4r 
where r ER  such that r#s+s  2 modp for any s E R. It is well known (see 
O'Meara [28, §63]) that the class of Ap in/£p "//(p .2 is nontrivial and does not depend on 
the choice of r. 
A finitely generated R-submodule A of F is called a fractional ideal of F if 
FA = F. A fractional ideal A is called invertible if there is a fractional ideal B such 
that AB = { ~, aibiln E N, ai ~ A, bi E B} = R. The set of all invertible, fractional ideals 
forms under multiplication a group called the ideal group of F. The fractional ideal R 
is the identity element. Since R is a Dedekind ring, it follows that any fractional ideal is 
invertible and that the set of maximal ideals of R is a free basis for the ideal group of F. 
Let 
X = subset of Sa 
I s = subgroup of the ideal group generated by 
{PIP is a maximal ideal of R, pj~ S} 
F(E, S) = {ala ~ F, a E Fv'2 (resp. Fp-2) 
(resp. Fp .2 U ApFp '2) for all v ~ X 
(resp. p ~ S) (resp. p E S~ - S)} 
Cl(X,S)= lSUS2/{ I-I PV'~a'la EF(X,S)} (ISUSO2 
p~SUS 2 
where cp denotes the normalized discrete valuation associated to p. The group 
CI(Z, S) is called ray class group. The following equivalent descriptions of CI(Z, S) 
will be used. The isomorphism 
ISUS2 ~', LI z,  A~--, LI vp(A), 
p~Sus  2 pelSUS~ 
allows one to identify 
CI(E, S) = ( LI z/2z)/{ LI vp(a)[a ~ F('Z, S)}. 
pc~SuS2 p~sus2 
The isomorphisms #p'/l~p'Pp'2--,Z/2Z, [a]~-*[vp(a)], (p~ S U $2) allow one to further 
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Cl(Z, S) = coker(F('2, S)~ LI ~p/I~ "~p2). 
p~suS2 
F(E)={alaEF',  a ~ Fv'2 for all vEE} 
then by Corollary 2.12 below, one can identify 
CITE, S) = coker (F(Y_,)--> LI Fp "//~p .2¢ LI 
pES pES2-S 
® LI 
p~-SUS 2
We recall that any simple algebra is called split is it is a matrix algebra M,(K) with 
coefficients in K where K is the center of the algebra. A finite or Archimedean prime 
v of F is called ramified (resp. unramilied) in B if/3~ is not split (resp. is split). 
then 
THEOREM 2.4. 
coker 
Z(B) = {vlv E Sa, v ramifies in B} 
0 = empty set 
~- I CI(E(B), S) 
as~ [ extension of Zl2Z by Cl(fl, S) 
if B does not 
split or SR # 0 
otherwise. 
Proof. During the course of the proof, the isomorphism above will be explicitly 
described. To simplify the details of the proof, we shall reduce via Morita theory (see 
Bak [3, §9]) to the case 
B = D is a division ring. 
We recall now the classification of quadratic forms over /)p and ¢~p where p is a 
finite prime of F. In the latter case, we shall make the additional assumption that ~p is 
a maximal/~p-order. Let 
dp = discriminant invariant at p 
trp = Hasse-Witt invariant at p. 
The classification divides naturally into two cases. 
Case 1. /)p does not split. Then by a theorem of Tsukamoto [37], the discriminant 
defines an isomorphism 
d, :fWt &/P, 
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From the isomorphism above, from the fact (see Reiner [32, 33.4]) that Nrd(~p ") = l~p ", 
and from the fact (see Bak-Scharlau[9, 1.1]) that fWo*(C~p)-->fWo~(bp) is injective, 
one can deduce that the discriminant defines an isomorphism 
.5 u #,, .5/ 0.5 
if p E S2 
if p E S2. 
Case 2. 19p splits. To simplify the details, one can reduce by Morita theory, once 
more, to the case/)p = ~',. Let 
Br,¢P )oCP  ./p/2) 
denote the group whose underlying set is Br2(Pp) x (Pp "/Pp .2) and whose multiplication 
is defined by (b, f ) (b ' , l ' )=(bb'( l - - f - ) , f ,  ' ) - - - -  where-  -(lnf'- ) is the central, simple, 
/~p-algebra Pp[i,j] such that i2=f, j2=f,, i j=- f t .  Thus, Br2(Fp)o('rp'/Fp "5) is a sub- 
group of the graded Brauer group. By classical results (see Wall [38.1]), the dis- 
criminant and Hasse-Witt invariant define an isomorphism 
(trp, do):fWo'(Fp) ~- , Br2(Fp)o(Fp'/F,'5). 
From the isomorphism above, one can deduce (see O'Meara [28, §92 and §93]) that the 
discriminant defines an isomorphism 
dp:.fWo,(i~p)_~._.> Rp'/l~p "z if p E S2 
if p ~ $2. 
Next, we compute the coker as*. Let U = all finite primes of F which don't ramify 
in D. Let 
[ pp./pp.2 if peS 
= ] ,6p'/ApP,'5 U Pp'2 if pES2-S  
l ie  p .]/~p .pp.2 if p j~ S U $2 
c =lice p 
Br2 = LI Br2(Fp) 
pEU 
Br2oC = LI CpQ LI (Br2(Fp)oCp). 
p~U p~U 
Define 8 by the commutative diagram 
~s ~ 
fWo*(D) , LI fWo*(f)p)O tI  fWo*(l)p)/fWo*(~p) 
pES I p~:S 
13 ao® I I a.) 
p~U pEU 
By the local computations above, the map (LI dp)@ H(ap, dp) is an isomorphism. 
pffU pEU 
Thus, coker Os* = coker 8. The rest of the proof divides, as above, into two cases. 
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Case 1. D does not split. From results in Bartels [1 1, §2 and Satz 2(a)], it follows 
that coker 6 = coker (F('Z(D)) ~ C) = CI(E(D), S). (In applying Satz 2(a), it is useful 
to recognize that if p ~ U and cp(h~, h2) is the image under the canonical homomorphism 
Br2(F)/[DI~ Br2(Fp) of Bartels' invariant c(h~, h2) E Br2(F)/lD[ then cp(hb h2) = 
trp( hl)trp( h2).) 
Case 2. D splits. By Morita theory, we can reduce to the case D = F. Clearly, U is 
the set of all finite primes on F. Let V = S~ U U. If v E V, let invv:Br2(Pv) ~(I/2)Z/Z 
denote the usual isomorphism (see Reiner [32, §31]). By classical results (see O'Meara 
[28, 72:1]), given an element c E C and an element/3 E LI Brz(P~), there is an element 
vEV 
hEfWo' (F )  such that c=(  I_I dp)(h) and /3 =(I_I~rD(h) if and only if cE image 
pEU v~V 
(F '~C)  and E inv.(/3)=0. Thus, if Br0={/3l/3~ I_[ Br2(P~), E invo(/3)=0} then 
vEV vEV vEV 
coker 6 = coker (F'-~ C)ocoker (Bro--> Br2) = Cl(~J, S)ocoker (Bro~ Br2). But, if S. ~ 
then clearly coker (Bro--* Br2)= 0 and if S, = ~ then U = V and ~ in% induces an 
vCU 
isomorphism Br2/Bro > (1/2)Z/Z = Z/2Z. 
Next, we want to compute part of the ray class group CI(E, S). To do this, we 
require some additional notation. As in the orthogonal case above, it will be assumed 
that E = F. Let 
E = subset of SR 
F(E) ={ala E F', a @/~v '2 for all v EE} 
C(E, S) = is/{LI pvpt"~la E F(E)}(IS) 2. 
p~S 
One has, as above for the group CI(E, S), the following equivalent descriptions of 
C(E, S): 
C(E, S) = ( L Iz I2z) /{ LI vAa)la E F(E)} 
p~S pe~S 
C(E, S) = coker (F(E)-* I_I jfp-//~p-pp .2). 
p~S 
Clearly, C(fl, O) is the usual ideal class group of R, namely (group of all invertible, 
fractional ideals)/(principal fractional ideals). There is a canonical surjective 
homomorphism C(E, ~i)~ C(~l, ~) whose kernel has order =< 2121, but whose precise 
order is not in general known. There is a canonical surjective homomorphism 
C(E, gi)~ C(E, S) and in Lemma 2.13 below, we compute its kernel. Our main result is 
the following. 
THEOREM 2.5. ICl('2, S)[ = 21scl+l~l+lsllc(sa - ~, 8)1- 
The proof of the theorem will require some preparations. Before starting the 
preparations, we want to note a couple of easy consequences of the theorem. 
Since C(SR --E, 0) is finite (see Cassels-Froehlich [15, II § 17]), it follows that for S 
sufficiently large C(SR - E, S) = 1. Thus we can record the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. If S is sui~iciently large, i.e. so that (C(SR-X,  S )= 1, 
IC/(X, S)[ = 2 tsd+lxFIsl. 
The next corollary will be required in §4. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If F=O(sr+U I) where ~ is a 2-power root of unity 
CI(X, $2) = (Z/2Z) Ixl+~. 
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then 
then 
+l if a E Normpo./b~/~o (fro(x/b)') f 
(a, b)v = I.{-1 
otherwise. 
If p is a finite nondyadic prime then we let 
(, p) :P, , ' - - ,{ + I} 
(a ,p )= { +1 if a ~ ]6p '2 
- 1 otherwise. 
If the symbol (, p) is restricted to/~p" then it is denoted by (p) and is called the 2-power 
residue symbol at p. In applying the material to be developed, it is sometimes 
convenient o be aware of the relationship (a, b)p = (a, p)V,<h~ between the symbols (,)p 
and (, p) (see Serre [34, XIV §3]). Let 
A (E ,S )={a IaEF ' ,aEp~'2  for all vES~-E ,  
vv(a) =- 0 mod(2) for all finite pE  S}. 
The next lemma asserts that the field extension F(x/[A(E, S)])/F belongs to a 
certain norm subgroup of the ideal class group (see Neukirch [27, III §7]). 
LEMMA 2.8. If K = F(~/[A(E, S)]) then 
Norm~&( /~ ") = 
#o" vESR-X  
p.2  vEXUS 
A~P0.2 U /e  .2 v ~ S2 - S 
/~o .#~ .2 v e~ SR U $2 U S. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. For the case p E $2-S ,  one 
should keep in mind that Ap is a norm from Pp(~/a)<:>(Ap, a)p = l<=>(see O'Meara [28, 
We prepare now for the proof of Theorem 2.5. The preparations we will need are 
from class field theory. As a general reference, we recommend Neukirch [27] or 
Cassels-Froehlich [ 15]. 
If v is a finite or real prime of F, we let (,L denote the Hilbert symbol at v; thus 
Proof. By a theorem of Weber, C(E ,0)= 1. Since C(X, $2) is a quotient of 
C(X, 0), it follows that C(E, S2) = 1. Since F is totally real, it follows that 
IScl = 0 and since the rational prime 2 is totally ramified in F (see Serre [34, IV §4, 
Proposition 17]), it follows that ]S2I = I. Thus, by Theorem 2.5, [Cl(~, $2)1 = 2 fxt+l- 
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63.1 la)]) vp(a)=-0 mod (2). One can reduce the number of items one has to check by 
applying class field theory and Kummer theory, as follows. By the existence theorem 
(see Neukirch [27, II1 §7] or Cassels-Froehlich [15, VII §5]) of class field theory, one 
knows that there is a unique, finite, abelian, Galois extension K/F which satisfies the 
assertions of the lemma. Furthermore, since /~' / .~'  where .k'~" = ,~', fi-.2, A~,~ -2t_/ 
/if.z, or /~ .#.z has exponent 2, it follows that the Galois group GaI(K]F) has 
exponent 2. Thus, by Kummer theory (see Artin-Tate [2, Chap. 6 §2] and Cassels- 
Froehlich [15, III, §2]), K = F(x/(A0)) for some subset A0C F'. If A is the set of all 
elements a ~ F" such that 
Norm&(va)/~. ° (/6 (V/a) ") C 
"~" v E S~- E 
Po'~ v~YuS 
A,,P~ .2 u P,, .2 v ~ & - S 
1~,, P~ .2 v ~ & o & o S 
then using the uniqueness of K, one can show that K = F(X/A). It is very easy to 
check that A(E, S) = A. 
THEOREM 2.9. The pairing 
A(X, S) × I sus~ ,{±l}  
induces a nonsingular, bimultiplicative pairing 
(A(E, S)/F "2) × C/(X,, S )~{ __ 1}. 
Proof. Let G = GaI(F(V'[A(E, S)]/F). 
By Kummer theory (see Lang [23, VIII §8 Theorem 13]), the pairing 
(A(~,, S ) /F '2 )× G-+{ +_ i} 
(a, o~)~-* (x/a)qx/a 
is a nonsingular, bimultiplicative pairing. Let 
j = LI LI U LI U 
r@SR -~; vEY- pCS pES2-S p~SUS 2
Let C = coker (F '~J) .  By lemma 2.8, F(X/[A(E, S)]) is the class field associated to C. 
In a way similar to the proof of Corollary 2.12 below, one can show that there is a 
canonical isomorphism C--~CI(E, S) and since the extension F(x/[A(E, S)])/F is 
unramified outside of $2 (see Serre [34, III, §5]), the Artin Symbol (p, F(~/[A(E, S)])/F) 
defines an isomorphism CI(X, S) ~ ,G, [ H p",]~-* LI(p, FOv/[A(E, S)])/F)"~ (see 
p~sus2 p 
Neukirch [27, III, 9.2]). Thus, the pairing 
(A(E, S)]F "2) x C1(£, S) ~ { -- 1} 
p , ]~ (va j  [a, n " - ,  ,.{p. F~vt~a. smiF~"PiCa 
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is a nonsingular, bimultiplicative pairing. Unwinding the Artin symbol, one obtains 
that 
(a, p) = Ov/a)~P' {Vta~X, S)WF)IX/a" 
COROLLARY 2.10. CI('Z, S) = A(~, S)/F "2. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.9, CI(E, S) ~- Hom (A(E, S)/F "2, { +- 1}) and clearly, 
Hom (A(Y., S)/F'% { _+ 1}) --- A(E, S)/F "2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The proof is based on ideas found in Knebusch-Scharlau 
[20, 6.3 and 7.2] and O'Meara [28, 65 : 12]. The organization of the proof is as follows. 
In the paragraph below, we shall establish some exact sequences and in the paragraph 
thereafter, we shall deduce the theorem from the exact sequences. 
Let P(E, S) = image (F(E)--*I s, a~--~ LI pvp(a)). Let C'(E, S) = IS/p(E, S). Let 
p~S 
2C(E, S) = ker (C(E, S) -~ (~(E, S), A ~ A2). Let R(E, S) = {a [a E F', a E Fv .2 for all v E 
SR-E ,  vp(a)-O for all finite p~ S}; thus, R(SR, S) is the ring of S-integers in F. 
The exact sequence 
! ~ R(E ,  S )  , A (~,  S) , I  s 
a ~---~ H p(l/2)vp(a) 
p~S 
induces an exact sequence 
(*) I ~R(~,  S)/R(SR, S)2~AtE, S)/F" 
The exact sequence 
1 > R(S,. S) 
induces an exact sequence 
(**) 1 , R(S,. S)/R(E. S) 
Moreover, the canonical homomorphism 
2C( S, - V, S)/ P(O, S)---~ !. 
, F" P(O, S) 
> F'/F(S, - ~) 
>1 
,P(O, S)[P(S. - "Z, S) 
(***) F'IF(SR- E)-: I-I P, , lP, ."~(zI2z) Is"l I';r 
vESR-V 
is clearly injective and by the approximation 
Froehlich [15, II, §15]), it is also surjective. 
By Corollary 2.10, 
ICl(~, S)[ = [A(Y,, S)/F21. 
TOP Vol. 21, No. I--D 
theorem for F (see Cassels- 
5O 
By (*), 
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IA(E. S)/ F ~] = JR(E. R)/R(S,. S#H£(S, -E. s)lIP(O, s)/P(S, - E ,  S)[-'. 
By (**) and (***), 
[P(O. S)/P(Sn - E.. S)l = 2Js"HzIR(S,. S)/R(E.. S)l-' 
Since [C(S. - E, S)I = 12C(S. - E, S)[, it follows from the above that 
IA(v~. F)IF'2[ = [R(S,. S) IR(S, .  S)2121~l-ls.lJC(Sa- E. S)l 
and by the Dirichlet unit theorem (see Cassels-Froehlich [15, II, §18]), 
[R(S., S)/R(SR, S)21 = 2 Is¢l+ls.l+lsl. 
The theorem follows. 
The following lemma was required earlier in the section. It's proof is straight- 
forward and will be left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.1 1. Let G1 and G2 be abelian groups and let p~: Gt(~G2-~ Gi, (g~, g2)~--~g~, 
(i = l, 2). Let G be a group and let ¢ :G~G~QG:  be a homomorphism such that given 
gl E G1, there is a g E G such that PloP(g) = gt. Then the rule (gt, g:)~-->(P:¢(g)Y Jg,. is 
independent of the choice of g such that Pl¢(g) = gl and it induces an isomorphism 
coker ¢ ) coker (P2(P[kerp,,~). 
A typical application of the lemma is given in the following corollary. 
CORROLLARY 2.12. 
Coker (F(E)~ LI•/&2@ LI ,~p'/A &2 U &2@ IJ f=p'/l~p'Ibp'2)=Cl(E,S). 
pES pES2-S P~SUS2 
Proof. Let G=F(E), G,= H p//p/:®H P//A~P/2UP/2, and G2 = 
pES PES2-S 
LI/~p//~p f~p .2. if pi:GjOG2--> G,, (g~, g2)~-~g~, (i = I, 2) and if ~:G--Gt@G2 is the map 
p~SuS 2 
in the corollary then by definition Cl(~£,S)=coker (P2~ikerp,~). Furthermore, the 
condition on ~ given in Lemma 2.11 is satisfied because of the approximation 
theorem for F (see Cassels-Froehlich [15, II, §!5]). The corollary follows now from 
the lemma. 
The next lemma was also referred to earlier in the section. 
LEMMA 2.13. If SI is a subset of S which is maximal with respect o the property 
that the primes of S~ are linearly independent in C(E, 0) then the canonical sequence 
below is exact 
1 > ~ (z/2z)  ~ ) c(z ,  O) , c (z ,  s)  ,1 
pESI 
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Proof. Let Is denote the subgroup of I # generated by all p ~ S. Since I ~ is 
generated freely by the finite primes p of R, it follows that the canonical homomor- 
phism I~ ~ I s, LI p", Lip"., induces an exact sequence l ~ ls[(ls)2 ~ l~/(l~)2---> 
p p~S 
IS/(IS) 2 ~ 1. The exact sequence above induces an exact sequence 
Is/(Is) 2 -> I~i(I°)i{II p v,<~)[a E F(E)}--> IS/(IS)2{ II p v, ta)la E F(E)}--> 1. By definition, the 
p p~S 
second and third groups in the exact sequence are respectively C(~, ~) and C(~, S). 
The image ( ls/( Is)2~C(E,O))={[ 11 p"~][npEZ} because the subgroup of C(~,O) 
RES I 
generated by S is the same as that generated by S~. Finally, the homomorphism 
II (Z/2Z)~C(E,~)) ,  [ 1-I np]~--~[ II p",], is injective because the elements of S~ are 
RES I RES  I pES  I 
linearly independent in C(E, ~). 
§3. CHARACTER THEORY 
Let ~- be a finite group. Let Z~r (resp. O~r) denote the integral (resp. rational) group 
ring of ~" with involution inverting each element of ~r. By a character X of ~-, we shall 
always mean an absolutely irreducible character (see Serre [35]). Let 
O(x) 
denote the cyclotomic extension of Q obtained by adjoining to O all elements x(~r) 
such that o'ETr. X is called real if Q(X) is totally real, i.e. has no complex, 
Archimedean completions. X is called nonreal if O(X) is not totally real. Two 
characters X, 2' are called Galois conjugate over 0 if O(X)= O(X') and if there is a 
O-automorphism f of QO() such that X'(tr) = f(X(tr)) for all tr E It. Let 
[X] = Galois conjugacy class of X over 0 
B(X) = simple component of 0~- corresponding to [X]. 
Thus, 07r has a finite, product decomposition 
o~- = l-[ B (x ) .  
[xl 
It is well known that each B(X) is involution invariant and has center Q(X). Moreover, 
the field of elements left fixed by the involution on •(X) is totally real. Furthermore, if 
X is real then B(X) has an involution of the first kind, i.e. the involution induced on 
O(g) is trivial. If X is nonreal then B(X) has an involution of the second kind, i.e. the 
involution induced on O(X) is nontrivial. Since B(X) is simple, it is a matrix algebra 
with coefficients in a O(x)-division algebra D(X). The rational Schur index of X is 
defined by 
mo (x) = X/([D(x): a(X)]). 
It is well known that if X is real then mo(X) = 2 (see Yamada [42, Proposition 6.2]). If 
v and w are primes of O(x) which extend the same prime of O then it follows from a 
theorem of Benard and Schacher (see Yamada [42, Theorem 6.1]) that if X is real then 
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[D~(xL: d (xL]  = [D~(x)~: O(X)w]- If q is a rational prime of 0 and if X is real, 
we define 
m6~(X) = X/{[D~(xL: ~(X)~,]} where v is any extension of q to O(X) 
ma(x) = X/{[D(x)~: O(X)~]} where v is any real Archimedean prime of Q(X). 
Let p be a rational prime and let 7rp denote a p-sylow subgroup of ~'. We recall 
that the group ~- is called p-elementary if 7r has a direct product decomposition 
7r = X × 7to where X is a cyclic group of order prime to p. The group 7r is called 
p-hyperelementary if 7r has a semidirect product decomposition 7r= Xx~'p such that 
X is a cyclic normal subgroup of 7r of order prime to p. 
Suppose that 7r = XXTrp is p-hyperelementary. If ~b is a linear character on X, i.e. 
~, ~ Hom (X, C'), let 7rp(~) = {o-I~ ~ 7rp, ~(cr-Jx~r) = ~(x) for all x ~ X}. It is clear that 
7rp(O) is a subgroup of 7r,. Given an irreducible character X of ~-, it is well known (see 
Serre[35, 8.2, Proposition 25]) that there is a linear character ~ on X and an 
irreducible character p on ~rp(&) such that X is induced from $@p. Furthermore, if X 
is induced also from $'@p' where &' and p' are similarly defined then p and p' are 
Galois conjugate over O and ~b and ~($') are Galois conjugate over O for some or E 7rp, 
where ~(~')(x)= ~b'(tr-~xtr) for all x E X. If q is a rational prime then X is called 
q-trivial if 
, lx,  : ! 
when 
qCp 
and if 
p=!  
when 
q=p.  
KEY LEMMA 3.1. Let 7r be a p-hyperelementary group. Let 6 be a maximal 
involution invariant Z-order on QTr containing Z Tr (~ need not be a maximal Z-order, 
but it is at least hereditary, see Scharlau [33]). The decomposition Orr = FIB(x ) induces 
[xl 
a decomposition ~= II t?(X) where 6(X) is a maximal involution invariant Z-order on 
Ix] 
B(X). The assertions are as follows: Suppose that qllrr[. 
(a) If X is q-trivial then ~(X)o is a maximal 7_q-order on 13(X) ~. 
(b) The canonical homomorphism below is an isomorphism 
iw ,  =,  n iw ,  
Ix] 
xq-trivial 
Proofi A proof of part (a) is found already in the proof of Kolster [15, Proposition 
4.4]. We prove now part (b). Let T = {[X][X is q-trivial} and let ,4q = FI ~(X)q. Let 
[xlE T 
Max ((Z~)q) (resp. Max (,~q)) denote the set of maximal 2-sided ideals of (Z~r)q (resp. 
,4q). Let M (resp. N) denote the subset of Max ((ZTr)q) (resp. Max (.4q)) consisting of 
all Q such that Q = (~. The proof of Kolster[15, Proposition 4.4] shows that the 
canonical homomorphism f:(ZTr)q ~,~q induces a bijection Max (A~)~Max ((Z~r)q), 
Q~._,f-1(Q), such that the canonical homomorphism (Z~r)Jf-J(Q) = ,fi, JQ  is an 
isomorphism. Tbe bijection above induces a bijection N ~ M, Q ~..~[-I(Q). To complete 
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the proof of part (b), it suffices to show that in the commutative diagram below the 
vertical homomorphisms are isomorphisms 
fW,  ~ ((Z~)~) , fW,~(A~) 
,l-I fw**((z~)Jf- '(Q)), , 1-I fW**(.4JQ). 
f -  (Q)EM QeN 
We shall show next that the left hand, vertical map in the diagram above is an 
isomorphism. The proof that the right hand, vertical map is an isomorphism is similar 
and will be omitted. Let I = Jacobson radical ((fTr)q); thus, I = f3 Q. By a well 
^ Q~Max((Z~r)q) 
known result (see Bass [8, III, (2.6)]), I = (Z1r)qq. Thus, (Z~')q is complete in the 
I-adic topology. Thus, by reduction (see Bak [3, §10]), the canonical homomorphism 
fW,a((-ZTr)q) >fW,~((Z~r)q[I) is an isomorphism. By the (noncommutative) 
Chinese remainder theorem, the canonical homomorphism (7~r)JI ) I I^ 
^QEMax((Z ~r)q) 
((Zzr)JQ) is an isomorphism. If Q~ (~ then the direct factor ((z~)q/Q) × 3((Z~)q/Q) of 
the product above is hyperbolic, i.e. the involution exchanges the coordinates. Thus, 
fW,~(((f~r)JQ)×((z~)JQ)))=O. Thus, the canonical map fW,a((Z~)q/I)--> 
II fW,a((iTr)q/Q) is an isomorphism. 
QEM 
The following corollary makes it much easier to compute the cokernel of the 
homomorphism c90 a. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let 7r and 6 be as in (3.1). If X is a character of rr, let 
S(X) = {qlq prime of Q(X) extending q, qll~rt, x not q-trivial}. 
If ao A and ao~(X) denote the canonical homomorphisms 
then 
~o ~ :fWo ~ (O =) ,11 fWo ~ ( (o~ ).)l fWo ~ ((z ~.).) 
q 
ao*(X):fWo~(B(x)) --, H fwg((ff(x),)® LI fWo*(ff(x),)/fWo~(d(x),) 
qES(x) qe.S(x) 
coker a0 A ~ I-Icoker aa(x). 
[xl 
Proof. Let 6(.10 denote the canonical homomorphism 8(x):fWoa(B(x))~ 
LI [WoA(f(X)q). First, we shall show that coker (6(X)) has exponent 2. In the unitary 
q 
case, the result follows from Theorem 2.1. In the symplectic ase, the result follows 
from the fact (see Tsukamoto[37]) that fWo~(BiX)q)=0. In the orthogonal case, the 
result can be deduced easily from the proof of Theorem 2.4, once one observes that 
O(x) is totally real. It follows now that coker O0 x and 1-I ,9o~(X) have exponent 2. Thus, 
[x] 
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in order to show that coker 80 a --- II coker (30A(X)), it suffices to show that [coker doa[ = 
Ix] 
[l-I coker 80a(X)[. 
Ixl 
Let 8oA(~7) denote the canonical homomorphism 
8oa(~7):fWo~(O~ ") 711 qWo~((d~)~)/fWo'(8.)). 
q 
Consider the following exact, commutative diagram 
0 0 
o 711 fWo*(8~)/fWo ~ ((z~)~) 
q 
$ $ 
fWo*(O~) ~o~ I_I lWo~((ff~)~)lfWo~((Z~)~) 
q 
q 
0 0 
Applying the snake lemma to the diagram, we obtain an exact sequence 
ker c~o ~ 7 ker 8oA(~) ,llfWoA(~q)/fWff ' (Z~)q) 
q 
- 7 coker 80 ~ 
Thus, there is an exact sequence 
7 coker c)o~({7). 
(*) 0 ~ coker (ker 80 a , ker ao~(e)) • ]_Ifwoa(Sq)/fwo~((z~)q) 
q 
ker (coker a0 a .7 coker a0a(C)) , O. 
Similarly, we deduce an exact sequence 
7ker 8oa(~)]-----~  (~s(I~xfWoA(~)) 
, ker [coker (~ cgoA(X)) 7 coker c~oa (~) ] 70. 
The middle terms in (*) and (**) are isomorphic by the Key Lemma 3.1. In 
Kolster [21.1, Theorem 4.1], it is shown that the left hand terms in (*) and (**) have 
the same order. Thus, the right hand terms in (*) and (**) have the same order. Since 
the homomorphisms coker 80 A ., coker ~oa(~) and coker (lqcgoa(X)) 7coker 80~(t?) 
lxl 
are surjective, it follows that [coker ,9o a[ =[coker 1-1 cgo~(X)[. 
Ixl 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let rr be a 2-hyperelementary group and let X be a character of rr. 
(a) If X is 2-trivial then mo(x)= 1. 
(b) If X is not 2-trivial then m6,(X) = l providing either q/~ 17rl or X is q-trivial. 
Proof. Let 7r = X >4 77" 2 and suppose that 1' is induced from the linear character ~b 
on the subgroup X x 02 of X >~ ~r2. We may assume that ~ is faithful and Q(X)- 
primitive, i.e. X is not induced from a Q(X)-character of a proper subgroup. Thus, 02 is 
cyclic and ~r:/o: - Galois group (O(O)/O(X)) (see Fontaine [17, Proposition 3.4]). 
(a) Since X is 2-trivial, it follows that X is induced from a linear character 0 on X. 
The assertion of (a) follows now from Isaacs[19.1, Lemma 10.8]. 
(b) If q.~ lTr[ then mo~(X) = 1 by Fontaine [17, 1 of (8.1)]. If X is q-trivial, q~ 2, 
then X is a character of rr/Xo which has order prime to q. The result follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 7r be either a p-elementary group where p is odd or a 2- 
hyperelementary group. If X is a real character of rr, let d(x) denote the number of 
dyadic primes of O(X) and let 
d(~-)= ~, d(x). 
Ix l  
real, 
2-trivial 
Then 
H ker(fW, ~ ((Z~)q) 
q 
,fW~*((drr)o) ~ I  ° i f  a = I 
L (2/22) a~ ~/f ,~ = - 1. 
Remark 3.5. If rc is p-elementary, p odd, then d(rr) = 1. If rc is 2-hyperelementary 
then d( rr) = 1¢:>7r is 2-elementary. Both of the above are straight forward to verify. See 
the discussion of dihedral groups in the proof of Corollary 4.5. 
Proof of 3.4. Let ~ and ~70t') be as in (3.1). If qX then (Z*rr), = dq = II ((X)q; 
[xl 
thus, ker (fW, a((Z~r)q) 'IWIA((O~)q)) = II ker (fWiA(60t,)q) ,IW,"(/3(X)o)). If 
[xl 
qll,rl then by the Key Lemma 3.1, ker(fW, a((Z~r)q) ~fWl"((Q,~-)o))= II 
[1,1,1, q-trivial 
ker (fWl~(f(X)q) ,fWI~(B()c)q)). Thus, we can reduce to computing 
ker (.fW~a(6iX)q). ,fWIa(B~(x)q)) such that either q,f ]rr] or X is q-trivial. In either 
case ff^(X)q is a maximal Zq-order (the case qX I, 1 follows from Lemma 3.1). If 7r is 
p-elementary then by a result of Roquette (see Fontaine [17, §4]) too(X)= 1. If 7r is 
2-hyperelementary then by Lemma 3.3, we know that either mo(x)= I or m6,(X)= 1. 
Thus, Bix)q = Mr(Q(l')q) is a matrix ring over O(X)q and since ~(X)q is maximal, after 
conjugating ¢7(X) q by a suitable element of B(x)q, we can assume that ~7(X)q = 
I'~r(Z(x)q) where Z(X) is the ring of integers in 12(×). By Morita theory (see Bak[3, §9]), 
we can reduce the computation of ker(fW~a(t4~(z~(x)q))~fWjA(bL(Q~(x)q))) to the 
case r = I. Let O(g)0 denote the subfield of Q(X) of elements fixed by the involution 
and let Q be the set of primes of O(X)0 which lie over q. Thus, ker (fW~"(Z~(x)q)~ 
fWla((l~(X)q))= I l ker ( fW,  a(Z~(X)q)--*fW, A(Q0(),)). We divide the analysis of 
ker (fWl ~ (Z~(x),) ~ fWi A (Q(X),) into five cases: 
(i) O(X) ~ O(X)o and q splits in Q(X) 
(ii) Q(X) ¢ O(X)o and q is unramified in Q(X) 
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(iii) O(X) ~ O(X)0 and q is ramified in Q(X) 
(iv) O(X) = {)(X)0 and A = 1 
(v) O(X) = O(X)0 and A =-  1. 
Let k(q)  = (z~)J(z~),,q. 
(i) ker =0:  The rings (Z~r)~ and (O~)q are hyperbolic and therefore, the Witt 
groups vanish. 
(ii) ker = 0: By reduction (see Bak[3, §10]), fWl~(Z~(x),)-~fWj~(k(fl)) and because 
the involution on the field k(o) is nontrivial, it follows that fW~A(k(q))=O (see 
Bak-Scharlau [9, (4.2) (ii)]). 
(iii) This case doesn't occur: Since O(X) C O(~') for some m'th power root of unity 
( such that q)(m, it follows that q is unramified (see Serre [34, IV §4, Proposition ]). 
(iv) ker=0:  Both fWll(Zix)q)and fW, I(~:~(X)q)are g nerated by the matrix (1 0) 
 eterm, aot /°, ' o / : ,   oe .'t ,° (see Bak-Scharlau [9, (4.2) (i)]) 
V/  
(units (d(X)~))/(units (Q(X),)) 2 because O(X) is totally real. Thus, fW~((Z(x)q) 
fw,'(d(xh) ~ ,{-+ 1}. 
(v) ker = Z/2Z or 0, according to whether or not q is dyadic: It is well known that 
fW{~(O(X)q)=0 (see Bak-Scharlau[9, (4.2) (ii)]). Thus, ker=fW[~(Z(x)~). By 
reduction, fW~((Z~)~) ,fW[l(k(q)). If ¢I is nondyadic then fW~(k(q))= 0, again 
by [9, (4.2) (ii)]. If 0 is dyadic then it is well known that [W~-~(k(q))-~ Z/2Z (and is 
generated by the matrix (0 -  ~)). 
The assertion of the lemma for the case /~ = 1 follows directly from (i)-(iv). The 
assertion for the case A =-1  follows directly from (i)-(iii), (v), and the observation 
that Q(X) = Q(:()0 precisely when X is real. 
§4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let ~" be a finite group. Let Z ~r denote the integral group ring of ~r with involution 
inverting each element of 7r. We want to define the odd dimensional, projective, surgery 
group L~,+~(~). The usual definition of the group is given in [6]. However, it is more 
convenient for us to define the group by 
Lpn+l(~) = fW~_~)~(ZTr)/(~ (-I 0 )"]" 
The fact that the two definitions coincide follows easily from a result of Swan [35.1, 
Theorem 4.2] which says that every finitely generated, projective ZTr-module P has 
the property that ~)@zP is free over OTr. Some background materials on protective 
L-groups can be found in [3], [25], [27.1], [30.1], and [36]. 
For convenience, we recall some notation in §2 and §3. By a character X of 7r, we 
shall always mean an absolutely irreducible character. Let 
too(X) (resp. ma(x)) = rational (resp. real) Schur index of X 
[X] = Galois conjugacy class of X over Q 
B(X) = simple component of O~r 
corresponding to X. 
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Thus 
Let 
= [-[ B (x )  
[x] 
O(X) = center (B(x)) 
= 
SR(X) = {v]v real, Archimedean prime of O(X)} 
S2(X) = {PIP dyadic prime of Q(X)} 
S(X) = {qlq prime of O(X) extending q, 
q[ lTr[, X not q-trivial} 
~(×) = {v[v E SR(X), v does not split B(X)} 
= J" 0 if mR(x)= 1 
SR(x) if mR(x)= 2 
d(~')= ~ S2(X) 
[X] real 
2-trivial 
I s(x) = group of invertible, fractional ideals on 
Q(X) generated by all discrete primes p E~ S(X) 
C(~(X), S(/)())= IS(x)/{ fiI~nit pvp(a)la ~ F ' ,a  E Fv "2 
p e 
P~S(x) ) 
for all v ~ E(X)~. 
J 
We recall that X is called real if oO() has no complex, Archimedean primes. This is 
equivalent to the fact that the involution on Q0() is trivial, in which case one says that 
the involution on B(X) is of the first kind. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that rr is a 2-hyperelementary group. 
(a) If n =- 0 mod (2) then 
L~'.+,('n') U [xl real 
too(X)=2 
m~(x)=2 
( Z I2Z )IStx)Ic( s.(x ), S(X ) ). 
(b) If n -= 1 mod (2) then there is an exact sequence 
l ) [ I  (Z/2Z)IS(x)IC(SR(x), S(X)) 
[X]¢ I real 
toO(x)  = I 
oH 
Ixl real too(x)=2 m~(x)= I 
(z/2z)[°tx):°l+lstx)rc(0, S(X)) ) L~..l(rr) ) (Z/2Z) a(")-l----) 1. 
Remark 4.2. For an arbitrary finite group It, the group L~',+~(1r) is well known to be 
finite of exponent a power of 2. Thus, by Dress induction (see Bak [7, §4]), L~'.+l(Tr) = 
lim L~,+l(p) where p ranges over all 2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~r. 
P 
Before we prove Theorem 4.1, we would like to record some corollaries. The first 
corollary is a result of Bak[4, Remark to Theorems 2 and 8]. [4, Theorem 8] has a 
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misprint which is corrected by replacing the group Lh,+dTr) by 0 if n -= 0 mod (2) and 
by (Z/2Z) s +(~) if n -= 1 rood (2), where S and E are as defined in [4]. The correct ion 
has been noted already in Bak [5]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that the 2-hyperelementary subgroups of 7r are abelian. 
This is equivalent o the condition that ~r has a (unique) normal, abelian 2-Sylow 
subgroup ~r2. 
(a) I f  n =- 0 mod (2) then 
L~,+l(Tr) = 0. 
(b) I f  n --- 1 rood (2) and if 
ro = number of real classes [g] 
= 2 s where s is the number of nontrivial cyclic 
summands in a cyclic decomposition of ~rz 
then 
LP,+I(~ -) = (Z/2Z)ro -'. 
Proof. By (4.2), we can reduce to the case 7r is 2-hypere lementary  and abelian. 
(a) Since ~- is abelian, it is clear that mo(x)= i for every character  X of 7r. Thus, 
by Theorem 4.1(a), L~,+~(~') = 0. 
(b) Since ~r is abelian, it has precisely one real, 2-trivial character  namely X = !. 
Clearly, IS2(1)[ = 1. Thus,  d(m) = 1. Next,  we compute  S(X) for  ;,, real, X¢ 1. Clearly, X 
is not 2-trivial. On the other hand, it is clear that X is q-trivial for every prime q ~ 2, 
because A' vanishes on the q-Sy low subgroup of 7r. Since O(X)= O, it fol lows that 
S(g)={2}.  Thus,  IS(x)I = 1. Since O(X)=O,  it is very easy to verify that 
C(SR(x), S(X)) = I. Part  (b) of the lemma fol lows now f rom part (b) of Theorem 4.1. 
The dihedral group D,, is defined by the fol lowing presentat ion:  
Dm= (x, y:x m = 1, y2 = 1, yxy -I = x-I). 
The next corol lary extends part (a) of the corol lary above.  
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that n =- 0 mod (2). If each 2-hyperelementary subgroup 
of 7r is a direct product of abelian and dihedral groups then 
LP.+l(Tr) = 0. 
Proof. By (4.2), we can reduce to the case that 7r is 2-hyperelementary.  Thus,  we 
can assume that ~r is a direct product  ~r = 7rl x • • • x ~rr of groups 7ri(1 -< i -< r) such 
that 7ri is either abelian or dihedral. By Theorem 4.1(a), it suffices to show that 
too(X) = I for every irreducible character  X of 7r. Thus,  it suffices to show that OTr is a 
product  of matrix rings with coefficients in a field. To accompl ish this, it suffices to 
show that each O~ri is a product  of matr ix rings with coefficients in a field. I f  k is an 
integer >0,  let ~'k denote a primit ive k'th root of unity. If ~-~ is abelian, O~-g is a 
product  of fields. I f  ~-~ is the dihedral group ~'; = D,, then f rom Serre [35, Chap. 8.2 
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(4.4)' Orri = 
0 x 0 x ~ H2(~'k + sr~ ') if m odd 
kgl 
OxOxOxOx ~ t42(~'k+~r; ~) 
k~l,2 
if m even. 
Thus,  Ozq is a product  of matrix rings with coefficients in a field. The corol lary 
fol lows. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that n - 1 mod (2). Let 7r be the dihedral group 7r = Din. 
Let m = m'2 ~ be a factorization of m such that 2,~m' and let 7rm, denote the cyclic 
group of order m'. If k is an integer > 0 and ~k i's a primitive k'th root of unity, let 
S2(k) = {qlq dyadic prime of O(~k + ~'k~)} 
#(-a-) = k~' [S2(k)[. 
Let 
S(k) = {qlq finite prime of O(~k + srkl), k E q} 
Sa(k) = {vlv real, Archimedean prime of O(~k + sr~l)} 
I- I  Pv'ta)[ a E O(~'k C(SR(k), S(k)) = lS~k~/ ~.i,, + ~-~,); 
p~S(k) 
a E Q^(~k + ~kl)v'2 for all v E Sa(k)~. 
) 
Then there is an exact sequence 
0 
Zl2ZOkl~ (ZI2Z)P{S~k~Ic(SR(k), S(k)) 
(Z/2Z)3~) (Z/2Z)fS(k)Ic(SR(k), S(k)) 
k;~l.2 
> LP2.+l(1r) ~ (Z/2Z) ~'~-I ~ O. 
Proof. The proof  shall be given only for the case m odd. The proof  in the case m 
even is similar, but requires a few extra details which will be left to the reader. 
Suppose that m is odd. By (4.4)', we can write O~r = O~OG I I  M2(O(~" k q" ~'kl). 
him 
k~l 
Suppose that the trivial character  1 cor responds  to the first factor  O. Let  X1 denote 
the character  which corresponds to the second factor  O and let Xk, kS  1, denote the 
character  which corresponds to the factor  M2(O(Srk + Srk~)). By Theorem 4.1(b), there is 
an exact sequence 
0 ~ ~ (Zl2Z)IS(x~)PC(Sa(Xk), S(Xg)) --* L~,+z(Tr) --* (Z/2Z) d(~)-I --* 0. 
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To complete the proof, we must compute Sa(Xk), S(Xk), and d(Tr). By definition, 
Sa(Xk) = Sa(d). From Serre [35, Chap. 8.2 Proposition 25], one can deduce the follow- 
ing facts concerning Xk. X~ is not 2-trivial, but is q-trivial for all primes q # 2. Xk is not 
q-trivial for all primes q[k, but is q-trivial for all primes qJ(k. Thus, S(X1) = {2} and for 
k# l, S(Xk) = S(k). Next we show that d(Tr) -- #(Tr). This will complete the proof of 
the corollary. From the above, we know that the 2-trivial characters are 1 and all Xk 
such that k~ I. By definition, $2 (trivial character l) = S2(integer l) and S2(XD = S2(k) .  
Thus, 
d(~-) = IS~(1)I + ~ IS2(k)[ = ~l&(k)[. 
k#l 
The next corollary is a result of Carlsson-Miigram [14] and Pardon [30]. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let ~r be a 2-group 
(a) If n =- 0 mod (2) then 
L2v.+t(~) ~- I-I (Z/2Z) t°(x):°j+' 
[~] real 
mo(x)=raR(X)=2 
(b) / f  n -= I mod (2) then 
L~'.+,(~) ~ []  (Z/2Z). 
[X]#I real 
mo( x)= I 
Proof. First, we compute S(X) for X real, X# I. Clearly X is not 2-trivial. Thus, 
S(X) is the set of all dyadic primes of O(~" + ~'-~) where s r is a suitable 2-power root of 
unity. Since 2 is totally ramified in O(~'+ s r-j) (see Serre [34, IV §4 Proposition 17]), it 
follows that S0() has precisely one element. Next we note that from Weber's theorem 
(see proof of Corollary 2.7), it follows that C(Sa(x), S(X)) = C(0, S(X)) = I. 
(a) If too(X)= 2 then ma(x)= 2. Thus, part (a) of the corollary follows from part 
(a) of Theorem 4.1. 
(b) By (3.5), d(Tr)-- I .  Thus, part (b) of the corollary follows from part (b) of 
Theorem 4.1. 
The next corollary extends Corollaries 4.3 and 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose that every 2-hyperelementary subgroup of 1r is 2-elemen- 
tary. This is equivalent o the condition that ~r has a (unique) normal, 2-Sylow 
subgroup 7r2. Then the canonical map below is an isomorphism 
L2v.+ i('a'2) ' L~,,+1(rr). 
Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7, taken together, compute precisely LP,+t(Tr) for any finite 
group 7r which has a normal, 2-Sylow subgroup. 
Proof. By (4.2), we can reduce to the case that zr is 2-elementary. Since 7r factors 
as a direct product zr = 7r~ x rr2 where 7r~ is a cyclic, odd order group, it is clear that all 
irreducible, real characters of ~r vanish on 7r~. The corollary follows now from 
Theorem 4.1. 
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We prepare now for the proof of Theorem 4.1. The following lemma will be 
needed. An analogous result for Lh,+l(zr) has been proved by Hausmann [19]. 
LEMMA 4 .8 .  
ker (f WIA (Z 7r ) ~fWl*(O~'))~-- [ Lf(~') 
fWT~(Z zr) 
i fA=l  
i fA=- l .  
Proof. Factor fWj~(OTr)=IIfWla(B(x)). Suppose )t =-1 .  Then each factor 
[xI 
fWTI(B(x)) is either symplectic or unitary (see §2). Thus, by Bak-Scharlau [9, Lemma 
(4.2) (ii)], fW~t(B(x)) =0. Thus, fW;~(Orr) = 0. Thus, the lemma is proved in the case 
A = - 1. Suppose A = 1. By (3.2), there is an exact sequence fWil(ZTr)~fWit(Orr)~ 
LIfw~l((~rr)q)/fW~l((Z~)q). Suppose q.~ lTrl. Then (Z~)q is maximal order. Thus, 
q 
the decomposition of (O~')q into simple factors induces a corresponding decom- 
position of (¢Z ~r)~. Thus, by Bak-Scharlau [9, Lemma (4.2) (i)], 
fWIl((Q~)q)/fWnl((Z~)~) = 0. Thus, from the exact sequence above, we can deduce 
r g I_I fw~l((~.tr)q)/fWj~(fTr)q). By an exact sequence fwl l(zzr) ~fWll(¢)~)-',
qll,d 
Kolster [21.1, Lemma 3.3], ker g has order 2 and is generated by [~ 101. Thus, image f has 
order 2 and is generated by [01 10]. The case A = l of the lemma follows now from the 
fact that the matrix (Ol lo) generates a direct summand of order 2 of fWl'(Z ~r). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Corollary 1.3, there is an exact sequence 
, coker -~ > ker (fWl~(Z ~r) ' fW~(OTr)) ' LI ker (fW~((Z~r)~) 
q 
, fw?  ((~r)~) ~ o. 
By Lemma 3.4, 
LI ker (fW~A ((Z~-)q) 
q 
,fw?((d~-)O) = 
0 i fh=l  
(ZI2Z) d(~) if A = -  1. 
Thus, by Lemma 4.8, there is an exact sequence 
0 i fh=l  
0 , coker 3 -~ ~ LaP(zr) > >0 
(Z/2Z) d{~l-t if h = - ! 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must compute the coker a -A. By Corollary 
3.2, 
coker 0 -a ~ I-I coker 0-A(x). 
Ixl 
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We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. X not real: Then the involution on Q(X) is nontrivial and so we are in the 
unitary case of §2. If Q(X)0 denotes the field of elements left fixed by the involution on 
Q(X) then the field extension O())/O(X)o is real ramified. Thus, by Corollary 2.2, 
coker 0-~(X) = 0. 
Case 2. X real: Then the involution on QO() is trivial and so we are in either the 
symplectic or orthogonal case of §2. If we are in the symplectic ase then by corollary 
2.3, coker a-~(X) = 0. Using the fact that mr(x) = 1 (resp. 2) ¢:> involution on B(X) is of 
type + (resp. - ) (see §2), one can deduce easily that one has the orthogonal caseCz>one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(i) mo(x) = mr(x) = 2 and -A  =-  1 
(ii) mo(x)=l and -A=i  
(iii) mo(X)= 2, mr(x )= I and -A  = I. 
Thus, 
f 1-I coker 0-*(X) [X| real 
mo(x)=ma(x)=2 
coker  a -~ ~-- 
I-I coker O-'(X)@ IV] 
IX] real [xl  real 
too= I too(X)=2 
mr{x)= I 
if -h=- I  (h=l )  
coker a-a(X) if - A = 1 (A = - I). 
It remains now to compute the coker 0-A(X) in the cases immediately above. By 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, 
coker O-a(X) = CI(Y-,(X), S(X)) = (Z/2Z)lXex)J+tstx)lC(Sr(x)- Y-,(X), S(X)). 
If mr (x )= 1 
totally real, it follows that ISR(x)I = [O(X):O]. Thus, 
(Z /2Z )iS~x~tC( Sr(x ), S(X ) ) 
coker O-A(X) ~ (Z/2Z)t°(x~:°l+ls(x~tC(13, S(X))
(Zl2Z)iS(x)IC(SR(x), S(X)) 
(resp. 2) then 2£(X) = t3 (resp. Sr(X)). Clearly, 1131 = 0 and since O(x) is 
if A = i, too(X) = 2, mr(X) = 1 
if A = I, too(X) = 2, mr(x) = 2 
i fk=- I ,  mo(x)=l .  
Finally, we note that if X = 1 then clearly [S(g)l=O and C(Sr(x),S(x))= I. This 
accounts for the fact that in part b) of the theorem, one takes the product over all real 
classes [X] # I. 
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